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Stained Glass Cross Card Instructions 

 

Materials: 

Nellie’s Choice Stained Glass Cross SGD005 
Enchanted Gold gilding Wax CSW04 
Woodgrain Embossing Folder 723951 (Couture Creations) 
Gilding flakes Gold Jewel CSGF06 and Gemstones CSGF05 
Black and brown card Stock 
Foam tabs/tape 
Gold card stock (Recollections from Michael’s) 
Corner Stamp from Baroque Borders (Joy Crafts) 64100137 
Versamark Ink 
Detail Clear Embossing Powder 
Double sided sticky sheet 
Gold Sticker lines 1082 
Inside of Card: 
Sue Wilson Die 
Square Die 
 
Instructions: 

1. Cut a piece of black card stock measuring 11 x 5.5 “ and fold in half to create a card that was a 5.5” 
square. 

2. Die cut the inner 3 dies (not the cross) out of a piece of black card stock. This will create a die cut 
circle.  You can cut all of the dies together however, you may need to turn 90 degrees and die cut 
twice. 

3. Attach a piece of sticky sheet on top of a black piece of card stock.   
4. Die cut the sticky sheet and card stock using the smaller circular die used as the outside layer of 

the stained glass design. 
5. Peel back the 2nd layer of the sticky sheet and attach the die cut stained glass card so that it fits 

perfectly.  You may wish to pull back a small piece of the sticky sheet and align the die cut piece on 
top. Slowly pull away the sticky sheet and attach the rest of the die cut design.   

6. Pinch a small amount of gold gilding flakes and add to the center of the design. Now pinch some of 
the Gemstones gilding flakes around the gold center of the sticky sheet so that you have the 2 
colours of gilding flakes on the design. Rub all of the gilding flakes into the sticky sheet and 
remove any excess.  The extra bits of gilding flakes can go into the gemstones gilding flakes 
container but should not be added to the gold container. 

7. Polish the gilding flakes with a soft brush (such as a tooth brush) 
8. Die cut a piece of gold card stock using the largest circular die. 
9. Die cut the small cross from brown card stock. 
10. Emboss the cross using the wood grain embossing folder. 
11. Rub the embossed cross with the gold gilding wax. 
12. Stamp the 4 corners of the front of the square card with the corner stamp using Versamark ink 

pad. (Leave enough space around the corner stamp to allow you to create a sticker line frame.)  
Apply detail clear embossing powder to the stamped corners and heat emboss. 
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14. Add the layers to the card, starting with the largest gold circle, attach with double sided tape 
15. Add the stained glass layer using double-sided foam tape. 
16. Attach the cross on top of the cross in the center of the stained glass design with double-sided 

foam tabs or foam tape. 
17. Decorate the corners using gold sequins, jewels or pearls. 
18. Add a frame to the outside of the black card using the gold sticker lines. 
19. If desired decorate the inside of the card with a white pierced square and a gold lacy frame created 

with the Sue Wilson Toronto die. 
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